Easy-Build Singularity Containers
Tutorial

Welcome to the Easy-Build Singularity Containers Tutorial. The aim of the tutorial is to
give an easy entry route for those who are not IT experts to build a Singularity Container,
which then can be executed on any suitable platform, i.e. one which has Singularity
installed. That is somehow similar to the Docker concept.

Accessing the Cloud instance
We are using an AWS Cloud9 instance. In the email I have sent out was an unique link to
access this VM. Please paste this link in the webbrowser of your choice.
You should see something like this:

The white box at the bottom should contain your unique code. If it does not, it is also the
last part of the URL.

In the search-bar at the top, search for “cloud9” as shown in the following picture.

Click at the suggested “Cloud9” right at the top at the “Service” tab.
Navigate further until you get to the “Team Dashboard”. We need to use the “AWS
Console” tab (red circle):

This will open a box, again we want to click on the “Open AWS Console” tab.

This should open a terminal inside the browser. You might want to maximise it (top right
corner) and you might want to increase the font (top right corner, cogwheel symbol).
There are a few things we need to do before we can make use of the VM. The space
there is quite tight, that is as some Docker images are pre-installed. We want to remove
them like this:
$ df -h
$ docker rmi $(docker image ls -q |xargs)
$ df -h
You should see that some space has been freed up now.
Next, we might need to install Singularity. As we are using CentOS, the command is this:
$ sudo yum install singularity
The next step is to clone the GitHub account with all the scripts to build the containers:
$ git clone https://github.com/sassy-crick/Singularity-Easybuild.git
This should clone the GitHub account into your current working directory.
As you might have noticed, inside the “Singularity-Easybuild” folder are two subfolders:
– definitions
– scripts
For now, we only need the script folder as it contains the bash-scripts we need.
For a production environment, either you are copying these scripts, or the ones you want
to use, in your ~/bin folder, if you are on Linux, or you memorize the path to it. Up to you.
Now we got the bash script, but how are we using them? The other bit of information we
need is the name of the EasyBuild Configuration file, often referred to as EC. We can get
that from their GitHub repository here:

https://github.com/easybuilders/easybuild-easyconfigs/tree/master/easybuild/easyconfigs
Look out for files with the suffix .eb, as these are the EC files we want.
In our tutorial we are only using two as they are quick to build. The aim is to understand
how to use the provided tools, not to spent hours building software.
We are going to use
– bzip2-1.0.6.eb
– Cmake-3.12.1.eb
Both are quick to build, the former is faster so I would recommend to do this. Also, we will
open up that container in the next part, so any time saved now is time we got later.

Creating the Singularity Definition File
First we build the Singularity Definition file. You will need to substitute the PATH/TO with
your path to the bash scripts (see above).
$ PATH/TO/container-build-centos7-envmodules.sh bzip2-1.0.6.eb
You will see the following output:
The Singularity definition file ~/.singularity/sing-eb.conf does not exist.
Please use this file to set the author and email address which is used in the Singularity
definition file.
The use of this is optional.
The syntax is:
author="YOUR NAME"
email="EMAIL ADDRESS"
Do we need a second Easybuild recipe (y/N)?: n
It is not mandatory to provide your name and email address here. This is, however,
probably a good feature if you want to publish the Singularity Definition File later with your
publication, or put it into a repository. We do not have a second EC, which could be a
home-made file or some file from the development branch of EasyBuild. Here we really
need the file and not only the file name.
Once executed, we should see our expected file:
$ ls
Singularity.bzip2-1.0.6-envmod-centos7

Building the Singularity Container
Now that we have the definition file, we can build the container like this:
$ sudo singularity build bzip2-1.0.6-envmod-centos7.sif Singularity.bzip2-1.0.6-envmod-centos7

The syntax is as follow:
– sudo is needed to build the container
– singularity is the command we execute
– build is what we want to do (building a container)
– bzip2-1.0.6-envmod-centos7.sif is the name of the image, use something sensible
– Singularity.bzip2-1.0.6-envmod-centos7 is the name of the Definition file
This will take some time, depending on the programs you want to install, how many cores
you have and your network speed.
The build steps are like this:
– creat a chroot environment and install a bootstrap image there
– update this, so we got the latest packages
– install any package mention in the Definition file
– prepare the image so EasyBuild can be installed. This includes pip and the
“easybuild” user installation amongst other things
– modify the bash environment of the “easybuild” user

create the script to install the software as user “easybuild”
install the requested software with EasyBuild as user “easybuild”
- download the packages
- build the packages
remove anything we don't really need to make sure the container does not get too
big
– do the post-installation for the container. Here not only the module which we need
to execute the container will be loaded, also some meta-data like Author etc. will be
added
– pack the container and create the image
–
–
–
–
–

Once this is done, you can use the container like this (silly example, for demonstration
only):
$ singularity run bzip2-1.0.6-envmod-centos7.sif bzip2 --help
Instead of --help you also can use --version, it is up to you.

Opening container and add software to it
Obviously, building a large container with only bzip in it is a bit of a waste. So, we are
going to open up the container and install Cmake in it. Again, that is only to demonstrate
how you can do it.
First we unpack the container:
$ sudo singularity build --sandbox Cmake-3.12.1-envmod-centos7 bzip2-1.0.6-envmod-centos7.sif
The “--sandbox” means we are building a “chroot” like file system. Note: As the container
is compressed, the file system might be larger!
Once this is done, we go inside the file system:
$ sudo singularity shell -w CMake-3.12.1-envmod-centos7
The “-w” means writeable, which is also the reason why we need to use “sudo” again.
Inside the container we do:
Singularity> su -l easybuild
(Note the changed prompt!)
As we are using Environment Modules, there is a bit more to do. We push that into an
alias, as shown here:
# alias
alias eb='eb --robot --modules-tool=EnvironmentModulesC --module-syntax=Tcl -download-timeout=1000'
So, every time you are executing the command “eb”, in reality you do the whole string
printed above! The important bit here is the “--robot” option, which is one of the really good

strenght of EasyBuild: it is resolving all dependencies and build not only the requested,
but also any dependent software for your software!
We do that now:
# eb Cmake-3.3.1.eb
Now you can watch the robot working for you whilst you can do something differently. This
is great as we are all busy.
When it is all done, we can check what has been build:
# module av
-------------------------------- /app/modules/all----------------------------------------------------------------CMake/3.3.1 bzip2/1.0.6 ncurses/5.9
As you can see, we got the requested “CMake” installed, the dependency “ncurses” and
we still have “bzip” from the first install.
Now we become root inside the container again and do some required changes:
# exit
First we need to install a text editor of our choice. I am using “vim”, but you can do a
different one as well.
Note: you also could do the changes outside the container as root.
> yum install vim
> vim /environment
change:
# load module(s) corresponding to installed software
module load bzip2/1.0.6
to
# load module(s) corresponding to installed software
module load CMake/3.3.1
Save and close your text editor.
For larger installation, it might be a good idea to remove any unwanted files. We need to
do that manually, before it was the script doing that:
> cd /scratch/
> du -sh .
9.1M .
!!!! CAREFUL HERE !!!!
> rm -rf /scratch/*
Now we exit completely and build the final container:
> exit

$ sudo singularity build CMake-3.3.1-envmod-centos7.sif Cmake-3.12.1-envmod-centos7
Note: depending on what you have done, you might run out of disk space. Thus, it might be a
good idea to remove any “.sif” containers first before you build it.

Exercise
I have provided a Singularity container containing GCC-9.3.0 in a Debian-9 environment
utilizing the Environment Modules. You can get it like this (remember the tight space we
have):
$ aws s3 cp s3://ee-assets-prod-us-east-1/modules/45c5cd1e2b8749228899ab149ccddada/v1/GCC-9.3.0-envmod-debian10.sif .

(Apologies for the small font. Please note the dot at the end of the line!)
You can take that container with you and play around with it. Here all you need is a
Singularity installation. This can be on any Linux, Mac and should work for Windows as
well.
I hope you found that brief introduction useful. Suggestions are welcome, any beer please
sent to Christian Kniep and his team from Amazon, who very kindly provided the VMs for
this session.
Disclaimer: Although everything was tested, I am not liable in any shape or form for any
problems or errors. :-)

